PREGACHING FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT
CLASS SCHEDULE

Introduction

Class #1
Review course outline

Class #2
Discuss reading assignment
Lecture: Preaching from the N.T. -- Part I
Reading assignment: The Homiletical Plot, pp. xix-26

Class #3
Discussion of reading assign.
Lecture: Preaching from the N.T. -- Part II
Reading assignment: The Homiletical Plot, pp. 27-52

Preaching from the Gospels/Historical Narratives

Class #4
Discussion of reading assign.
Lecture: Preaching from the Gospels
Reading assignment: The Homiletical Plot, pp. 53-88

Class #5
Discussion of reading assign.
Video Lecture/Sermon:
Reading assignment: The Homiletical Plot, pp. 89-116

Class #6
Discussion of reading assign.
Lecture: Video Tape - Tom Long - “The Listener and the Biblical Text: Sensitivity to the Form of Scripture”
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, Forward-p.33.
Special Reading #1- “Why Study the New Testament?” in Encountering the N.T., pp. 19-34.

Class #7
Discussion of reading assign.
Video Sermon: Lowry - “Cries from the Graveyard”
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, pp. 34-49.
Special Reading #2- “The Middle East in the Days of Jesus” in Encountering the N.T., pp. 39-68.
Class #8
Discussion of reading assign.
Lecture: Audio Tape - Paul Duke - “Preaching from John,” pt. 1
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, pp. 50-64.
Special Reading #3- “Preaching the Gospels,” in The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text, pp. 263-310.

Class #9
Discussion of reading assign.
Audio Tape - Paul Duke - “Preaching from John,” pt. 2
Video Sermon: David Kennedy-“How to Wow!” [John 2:1-11]
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, pp. 65-72.
Special Reading #4- “Preaching on Narratives,” in Preaching and the Literary Forms of the Bible, pp. 66-86.

Preaching from the Parables

Class #10
Discussion of reading assign.
Lecture: Video Sermon - Tom Long- “Believing too Early”----Jesus’ use of Parables (Great Preachers Series)
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, pp. 73-87.
Special Reading #5- “Preaching on the Parables of Jesus,” in Preaching and the Literary Forms of the Bible, pp. 87-106.

Class #11
Discussion of reading assign.
Video Sermon: Duke - “The Fig Tree”
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, pp. 88-94.
Special Reading #6- “Designs for the Narrative Sermon” (Prelude) in How to Preach a Parable, pp. 31-41.

Class #12
Discussion of reading assign.
Audio Sermon: Wright - “The Innkeeper” OR Lowry - “The Talents,”
OR “Listening to the Dark” (Video)
Reading assignment: Preaching with Freshness, pp. 95-108.

Class #13
Discussion of reading assign.
LECTURE: Preaching from Stories, pt. 1
Class #14
Discussion of reading assign.
**LECTURE:** *Preaching from Stories, pt. 2*
*Reading assignment:* *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 117-126.

Class #15
Discussion of reading assign.
**Lecture/Video Sermon:**
*Reading assignment:* *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 127-141.

Class #16 *(START STUDENT SERMONS)*
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:** X2
*Reading assignment:* *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 142-156.

Class #17
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
*Reading assignment:* *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 157-171.

Class #18
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
*Reading assignment:* *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 172-178.

Class #19
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:**

Class #20
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:**

**NO CLASS—SPRING BREAK!**

**NO CLASS—SPRING BREAK!**

Class #21
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
*Reading assignment:* *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 179-186.
Preaching from the Epistles

Class #22
Discussion of reading assign.
Lecture: *Preaching from the Epistles*
*Special Reading #7*- “Preaching Epistles,” pt. 1 in *The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text*, pp. 311-333

Class #23
Discussion of reading assign.
**Video Sermon:** “Can I Get a Witness?” Wesley Knight
Reading assignment: *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 195-201.
*Special Reading 7 (cont.)*- “Preaching Epistles,” pt. 2 in *The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text*, pp. 334-341.

Class #24
Discussion of reading assign.
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 202-212.

Class #25
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 213-221.

Class #26
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 222-228.

Class #27
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 229-239.

Class #28
**STUDENT SERMONS:**
Reading assignment: *Preaching with Freshness*, pp. 240-258.

Class #29
**STUDENT SERMONS:**

Class #30
**STUDENT SERMONS:**

*FINAL EXAM* time period -
**STUDENT SERMONS:** X4

END